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1. Introduction

Forestry is a major industry in many regions in the world, and proper forest
management is of major concern to the governments of these regions and to the
forest industry, albeit for different reasons. Private logging companies are keenly
interested in the financial return on their operations. Governments are interested
in a healthy forest industry for tax revenues and regular employment for the labor
force without damaging the environment. In either case, a good understanding of
forestry economics is necessary.

To an economist, a forest of trees is a stock of capital which increases in value
with tree age. For example, a typical stand of 1 l0-year-old British Columbia
Douglas fir was worth $1000 (after harvesting cost) for timber production in
1967, while a 30-year-old stand had no net commercial value [ 11. With the average
(or marginal) yield rate and relative growth rate of the trees diminishing with tree
age and with a positive real discount rate (net inflation) for future income, the
“when to cut a tree” question has long been a fundamental problem in forestry
economics. Given the net commercial value V of a tree (before the onset of
biological decay) as a monotone increasing concave function of tree age A, and a
constant real interest rate 8 for discounting future revenue, the optimal cutting
age of the tree, &, is easily determined by the condition that e-‘V(A) =
e-“V(l- TO) attains its maximum value at 1= T0 + AIF. (Here, 2 is the chrono-
logical time measured from now, and T0 < 0 is the germination time of the tree.)
This condition yields the so-called Fisher’s rule [2-41:

The optimal cutting time is when the relative yield rate equals the discount rate.
Fisher’s rule applies only to a single cutting (a “once-and-for-all forest”), it

must be modified to account for the opportunity cost of not logging sooner for an
“ongoing forest” where replanting is assumed to be done immediately after
cutting. If all biological and economical factors remain unchanged over time, the
optimal cutting age, AMF, for trees in an ongoing forest is the so-called Faustmann
rotation determined by the condition [3-6]

The Faustmann formula (1

WA4F~ i3
V( A& = I- eaaAMF ’

.2) is ob tained by choosing a sequence of cutting
present value of the total future net revenue [3]

times

where Ak = tk - tk_ l with to = To being the (uniform) germination time of the
initial forest. An alternate maximum-rent formulation which leads to the same
result is given in [4], where the effect of labor as an input to production as well as
non-steady-state considerations can also be found. Other related problems, such
as the effect of forest thinning, are discussed in [3].
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Our research is mainly concerned with recent attempts to improve upon
Fisher’s result for a once-and-for-all forest and Faustmann’s result for an ongoing
forest in two directions. When applied to an entire forest, it is implicit in these
two classical results that harvesting of the whole forest or any part of it can be
instantaneous. In other words, there are sufficient equipment and a sufficiently
large labor force to log the entire forest in a short time interval compared to the
time scale for a significant loss in interest on the delayed profit. For a large forest,
this assumption is not realistic, and an upper limit to the available harvesting
effort and therefore the harvesting rate should be imposed in the determination of
the optimal solution.

As well, harvesting costs have been either ignored in the Fisher age and the
Faustmann rotation, or taken in a form so that V could be regarded as the net
commercial value or profit. However, the unit harvesting cost (per tree say) does
vary substantially with the rate of harvest. At low harvesting rates, fixed-cost
facilities for cutting and transportation are not used to their full capacity, giving a
high unit harvesting cost. At high harvesting rates, available facilities and
manpower are used beyond their normal capacity, resulting in more frequent
equipment breakdown and overtime pay. Therefore, as a function of the harvest-
ing rate, the unit harvesting cost is U-shaped and cannot be absorbed in V(A).

The effect of an upper bound on harvesting rate and a U-shaped dependence
of unit harvesting cost on harvesting rate have been investigated in several articles
[7-l0]. With regard to the effect of a harvest-rate-dependent unit harvesting cost,
only some partial results have been obtained, principally because the mathemati-
cal problems associated with the improved models are too difficult to yield a
complete solution (see Section 2 of this article). With regard to the effect of an
upper bound on the harvesting rate, the mathematical problems associated with
the improved models are also difficult, but it is possible to deduce their solution
by arguments based on insight. In the next section, we indicate the nature of the
difficulties in the two extensions with a brief summary of the models developed
by Heaps and Neher [7], which are natural extensions of the conventional
formulation. In subsequent developments, we show how a different approach to
the same problem, which allows for an additional degree of realism (namely, trees
are cut in a certain order imposed by law, government regulations, or economic
considerations), leads to parallel models which are completely tractable mathe-
matically. Only results pertaining to once-and-for-all forests are reported in this
article; results for ongoing forests will be reported in [l0].

Aside from the new results generated for the forest harvesting problem, the
mathematical model formulated for the problem in this paper exhibits the unique
feature of having time as a state variable, in contrast to its usual role as an
independent variable in conventional control problems. Therefore, our model for
forest harvesting should also be of interest from a control-theoretic viewpoint.

2. Constrained harvest rate and harvest-rate-dependent harvest cost

2.1. The once -and -for -all Forest

When there is an upper bound to the harvesting rate h(t), say h(t) < m, the
harvesting of an entire forest (or any part of it) has to be spread over a finite time
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interval, say ts < 1 < te. In that case, the present value of the discounted future
profit is given by

P =f[p(t)-c(h)]he-8tdt,
ts

where p is the price function for unit harvest and c is the rate-dependent
harvesting cost for unit harvest. (For simplicity, c is usually assumed not to
depend explicitly on t in the conventional formulation [7].) If the unit cost
function c is independent of /z, then p(t)- c is identical to the net commercial
value of a unit harvest v(A) of the last section. Again, 8 is the real interest rate
(apart from inflation, and assumed to be constant over time). The logging
company is to choose a starting time ts and a harvesting rate h(t) (which
determines the completion time te) to maximize P subject to

1 (1teh t  dt=FO.
ts

(2 3).

The second condition is simply a statement of the fact that the logging of the
entire forest, FO, is completed by te.

To put the problem in a conventional form of an optimal-control problem, we
define an accumulated harvest function F(t) by

dF-s
dt h(t) 0s < t)*

Evidently, we have

F(Q = 0, F(te) = FO. (2.5a, b)

The methods of dynamic optimization may now be applied to obtain the
conditions which determine the optimal harvest policy {<, g(t)} [7]. We merely
wish to point out that the solution of the relevant free-end-point BVP defined by
these conditions is not at all straightforward, though it is made less complicated
in [7] by a separate treatment of the two effects and by the assumption of a
uniform distribution of tree ages.

2.2. The Ongoing Forest

For a repeatedly harvested forest, it is natural to attempt an extension of the
formulation which yields the Faustmann rotation. This is the approach used in
[7], in which the present value of the total future net profit P is maximized with

P = f lten[ p( An( t))- c( hn)] hnes”dt. (2 6).
?z= 1 L
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In this expression, (ISn, ten) is the time interval of the n th harvest with harvesting
rate &(t), and An(t) is the age of the tree(s) being cut at time t during the n th
harvest. Evidently, (2.6) is a straightforward extension of (1.3). The logging
company is to choose a sequence of starting times {tsn} and a sequence of
harvesting rates {&(t)} to maximize P subject to the constraints

0 < hn(t) < m (n =1,2,...), (2 7).

J tenhn(t) dt = Fo (n = 1,2,...).
tsn

In addition, it is important to note that the tree age function An is not an
independent quantity. The portion of the forest cut during the nth harvest from
ts,, to t must be the same as that portion cut during the (n - 1)th harvest from
Is(n-- 1) to t - An(t). We have therefore the additional set of constraints

s t - 4lw
hn_&Z) d2 = It&(Z) LLZ (n = 2,3,...).

G(V I) 1 sn

For the application of the methods of dynamic optimization, we again trans-
form (2.8) and (2.9) into a more suitable form. As in the single-harves
introduce a sequence of accumulated harvest functions Kz(0~ by

t case, we

dFn = hn(t),
dt 4zkJ = 07 flxtf?n) = Fo, (2.10)

for n=l,2,3 ,... . The conditions (2.10) for { Fn} replace (2.8). To get a local form
of (2.9), we differentiate both sides of that expression with respect to t to get
(after some rearrangement)

dA n L*~t-AnwL~t~-c
dt k4~t-AJ

(II = 2,3,...) (2.1 la)

with

Ankz~ = L - h(n-1)7 4hz~ = 43 - c?(rz-1) ( n  = 2,3,...).

(2.1 lb)

Unfortunately, the conventional maximum principle in optimal-control theory
does not apply to problems with state equations in the form of functional-
differential equations. By an ad hoc argument suggested by experience and
insight, the determination of the optimal harvest policy for the case of rate-inde-
pendent unit harvest cost has been reduced in [7] to an equivalent once-and-for-all
forest problem, so that the results already obtained for that case apply im-
mediately. For more general situations, only some partial results have been
obtained in [7] as well as in more recent efforts such as [8] and [9].

Necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal-control problems with func-
tional-differential equations of state relevant to the above problem have been
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investigated in the literature, e.g., [ 11]. However, we will take a different approach
to overcome the difficulties. More specifically, we will reformulate the problem so
that our alternative mathematical model does not involve functional-differential
equations and at the same time includes another realistic feature of forest
harvesting.

3. The once-and-for-all forest

3.1. Ordered site access

Inherent in all conventional forest logging models (cf. Section 2) is an assumption
that loggers may cut trees from any part of the forest. This is not a serious
restriction if the initial tree age distribution of the forest is uniform. In forests
with a nonuniform initial age distribution, there may be requirements or regula-
tions which dictate the order in which trees are to be cut. For example, some
jurisdictions require that trees in a forest be cut in the order of their age, the
oldest one to be cut first. In the absence of such laws, it may be physically
necessary and economically prudent to cut trees in the order of their distance
from one or more logging camp sites. In short, tree logging is necessarily ordered
by practical and regulatory considerations; random access to tree sites does not
occur in reality.

In this article, we consider only the situation where a single logging crew is to
cut trees in a single array along a prescribed path (of uniform width w )  winding
through the entire forest. In that case, the position of any tree site can be
described by the arc length s along the path to the site. We use here a continuous
model of the forest with the discrete tree stands of the forest smeared out as
follows. The entire forest is divided up into & locations of (small) land area, each
occupied by a single tree. The entire stumpage of the tree is distributed over its
assigned area. Except for cases of sharp discontinuities in the actual initial
distribution of tree ages, the initial tree age distribution over the logging path for
the continuous model is taken to be a continuous (usually piecewise smooth)
approximation to the actual distribution. The commercial value of the stumpage
at different sites along the logging path may be different because of a nonuniform
age distribution, different growth conditions, market-price differences at different
cutting times, etc.

Let Z(S) > 0 be the time at which the tree site at location s along the logging
path (of width w) is harvested in the future, T = 0 being now. The initial age
distribution of the trees in the forest is denoted by - To(s), with T&s) < 0 being
the germination-time distribution of the current trees. At cutting time, the tree
stand at s will be A( S) = T(S) - &( 8) years old. By construction, T' = dT/ds is
nonnegative along the path, l/Y being effectively the harvest rate h of Refer-
ences [7] and [9]. Thus, we have T' = 0 only if instantaneous harvesting is possible
(with an unbounded harvest rate), as 5Y’ is a measure of the time consumed in
logging a particular tree site.

Let JJ( S, T, A, T') ds and c( S, T, A, T') ds be the commercial price and the
harvesting (cutting, shipping, etc.) cost of the timber from the incremental strip

i
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(3, s + ds) of the logging path.’ That the price per unit area harvested at location
s and the harvesting cost per unit area at that location may depend on tree age A
and absolute time has been discussed in the literature of forestry economics; the
dependence of absolute time reflects in part the fluctuation of the lumber and
labor market. The possible dependence of p and c on location is not unexpected;
trees may grow faster at one site than another, and they may be more difficult to
log at some locations because of the geography and topography. We have already
discussed how the harvesting cost may change with the harvesting rate. If the
logging company has any degree of monopolistic power, the lumber price may
also be affected by the rate of harvest.

The present value of the discounted future net revenue for the tree stumpage
along a path-length increment (s, s + ds) is e-“@)( p - c) ds. The present value
of the discounted future net revenue for the entire forest is therefore

P Gi’(p-c)e-“ds, (3 11.

where we have taken the logging path to be of unit total length. (Note that a
change of the independent variable from s to 7’ transforms (3.1) back to the
expression for P [see (2.1)] used in the conventional model.) The management
problem for the logging company is to choose a harvest schedule T(s) for the
forest so that this present value is a maximum. The maximization is subject to the
constraint on the harvest rate, which takes the form of T’ 2 7 ( 2 0) in our model,
and T(O) > 0. At this point, we have effectively completed our model formulation.
The solution of the optimization problem will offer some insight into the real
phenomenon.

3.2. The optimal harvest policy

In order to bring the available tools in modern control theory to bear on the
solution of the optimization problem described in the previous section, we
introduce a new control variable u by the defining equation (of state)

dT-Z
ds

U

and write the present value of future net revenue P as

p = J le-8TV(s,T,A,u)ds, V = p - c ,
0

where A = T - T0 and V is twice continuously differentiable, say. The maximum

‘We will omit the uniform path-width parameter w in the subsequent development.
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principle [3] now requires that U(S) be chosen to maximize the Hamiltonian

% = V(s, T, A, u)e-8T + Au 0 41.

subject to the equation of state (3.2), the equation for the adjoint variable A(S)

dA XJC-= --=
ds 6)T

-[VT+b-8V]eMaT, ( )y +--$ (3 9.

the transversality conditions

and the inequality constraint

In addition, we must have T(s) > 0. When this constraint on the state variable is
binding, the condition A(O) = 0 of (3.6) is replaced by T(O) = 0 [which, along with
T’(s) > 0, implies T(s) > 01. By allowing 7 to be positive, we include the possi-
bility of an imposed maximum feasible harvesting rate. If there is no such
imposed upper limit, then u > 0 simply reflects the fact that, in our model, the
tree sites are ordered for the purpose of harvesting, as is usually the case in
reality.

(A) Interior solution. When the inequality constraint in (3.7) is not
we have an interior solution for the optimal-control problem given by

binding,

Equations (3.8) and (3.2) may be used to eliminate h and u from (3.5) and (3.6) to
get a second-order differenial equation for T in the interval (0,l) and one
boundary condition for T’ (or T) at each end of the interval. This two-point
boundary value may then be solved to get the “optimal”2 harvest time for
different tree sites.

‘Strictly speaking, T(s) so determined satisfies only the necessary condition for a maximum P.
However, the differential equation of state for our problem is linear in the control variable U, and the
integrand of (3.3) is concave downward as a function of u for all problems considered herein. We
know from [ 12] that an optimal control exists. The unique solution of the necessary conditions for
op timali ty is therefore the optimal policy.
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(B) Corner solution.
corner solution with

When the constraint u > 7 is binding, we have then a

dT
u(s) =--&- = 7

which can be integrated to give

TC )s = 7s + t(), (3.10)

where the constant of integration to will be determined presently. Upon substitut-
ing (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.5), we get

where the
integration.

condition A(O) = 0 has been used to eliminate a new
The remaining transversality condition A( 1) = 0 becomes

(3.11)

constant of

(3.12)

and serves as a condition for the determination of the constant to.

By way of (A) or (B), we have in effect found a (and usually the only)
candidate T(s) for the optimal policy. That it is optimal may be verified by
checking the appropriate concavity conditions or using arguments similar to those
in [7]. The conceptual and computational simplicity of our solution procedure can
be attributed to the fact that the end points in our optimal-control problem are
fixed. Solutions for problems with various types of nonuniform and possibly
discontinuous initial age distributions and unit harvesting costs have been ob-
tained by the procedure outlined above and will be described in the remaining
sections of this article.

It is possible that a combination of interior and corner solutions is appropriate
for the problem. We will see examples of this situation in later sections. Also, if
T(s) > 0 is binding, then [with T’(s) > 7 > 0] we must replace A(O) = 0 by
T(O) = 0 and rework the solution.

4. Fisher’s rule and nonuniform initial age distributions

4.1. Uniform initiaI age distribution

Throughout this section, we consider only the case of no limit to the harvesting
rate, so that 7 = 0. Suppose the price (per unit area) is a function of tree age only,
p = p(A), and the cost (per unit area) is a constant, c = co1 Since aV/&4 = d( p -
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c)/ib = 0, we have from (3.8)

for an interior solution. The solution (4.1) satisfies the two transversality condi-
tions (3~9, and reduces (3.5) (with VT = 0) to

where a dot indicates differentiation with respect to the argument of the function.
With A = T - To, the condition (4.2) is Fisher’s rule (1.1) in a slightly different
notation.

For a monotone increasing, concave function p(A) (with p - c0 > 0 for suffi-
ciently large A), we let x(8) denote the root of (4.2). When the initial age
distribution of the forest is uniform [To(s) = T0 = constant], then the “optimal”
policy is T(s) = T0 + ATa). It requires the tree site at s to be logged when the tree
stump there reaches the Fisher age x(a) = AIF. If T0 + x( 6) K 0, then Z(O) = 0
and Y(Y) = 0 require T(s) = 0. Logging should have been done before now;
therefore we log immediately.

When the initial age distribution of the forest - To(s) is nonuniform, t he
situation is more complicated. We must distinguish and treat separately the three
cases where (1) T;(s) 2 0, 0 < s < 1, (2) T&Y) < 0, 0 < s < 1, and (3) Ti changes
sign over the interval 0 < s < 1.

4.2. Nondecreasing T0 (s )

The inequality constraint u = T’(s) > 0 is not binding in this “oldest tree first”
case, so that the interior solution (4.2) is applicable. From (4.2), we get as before

T ( s )  = z(a)+ To(s). (4 3).

The optimal harvest policy is to spread out the logging process and cut a tree only
when it reaches Fisher’s age, no sooner. Also, it should not be later unless
To(s)+ AT8) -C 0. If To(s)+ AT8) < 0 for 0 < s < J, we do the best we can and log
the path segment 0 < s < j immediately, i.e., T(s) = 0 for 0 < s < 3. [See Figure
l(a) and (b).]

4.3. Nonincreasing T*(s)

Consider first the case T;(s) < 0 (except possibly at isolated points), so that
T’(s) = 0 or T(s) = t0 for 0 < s < 1. Clearly, we should take t0 = 0 if To(s)+ AT8)
< 0 for the entire forest. If To(s)+ z(K) > 0 for a range of s > 0, the constant t0 is
to be determined by (3.12) which, for the class of p and c considered in this
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Figure 1. Optimal logging schedule for Td( 3) > 0.

section, may be written as

Thus, the optimal harvest policy requires the logging to begin at the instant f0
when the discounted marginal net yield of all tree sites as a fraction of the present
value of the net revenue from the whole forest is equal to the discount rate 8. The
entire forest is to be cut instantaneously at tO, no sooner [Figure 2(a)]. It should
also not be later unless t0 < 0, in which case we do the best we can and take
z-(S) = 0.
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Figure 2. Optimal logging schedule for (a) T;(S) < 0; (b) a nonincreasing T&S) with T;(S) vanishing
over one or more subintervals of (0, I).
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To gain further insight into the above result, we consider
by

with - tb > - ts. For this 7&), the condition (4.4) becomes

a linear TO(s) given

The left-hand side of (4.6) gives the difference of the present value of net revenue
from the first and last tree cut at to, averaged over their age difference, as a
fraction of the present value of net revenue from the entire forest logged
instantaneously at to. The optimal harvest time T(S) = to is that moment when
this fraction equals the discount rate.

For cases with T;(S) = 0 over one or more segments of the cutting path, the
ordered-site condition and the optimality of Fisher’s age together require that
T(s) = to for the entire forest also, with to determined again by (4.6). For
example, if the initial age distribution is [Figure 2(b)]

with 0 C ts C tb9 then we must have T(s) = to for s/ < s < So with x( 8)- tb < to C
Ay8) - ts, since the inequality constraint T’(s) > 0 is binding there. With TL( s) = 0
in the two remaining portions of the path, we should ideally choose

However, the ordered-site condition requires that T(s) < to in 0 < s < s[ and
T(s) > to in So < s < 1. To minirnize the possible reduction in the present value of
the forest, we take T(s) = to for the whole forest [see Figure 2(b)]. In that case,
A(s) is given by (3.11), and the condition A( 1) = 0 for determining to is again (4.6)
for the class of p and c considered in this section.

4.4. Ti( s) changes sign along the logging path

For this case, the method for determining the optimal harvest schedule deduced
from the maximum principle must be applied with some care. While we can
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simply describe the actual solution procedure, it will be more instructive to first
show how we arrive at the results for some specific examples.

Consider the particular ?&Y) as shown in Figure 3(a), with T;(s) > 0 for
0 < s < s[ and sr < s < 1 and &&s) < 0 for s[ < s < So. Clearly, we must have
T(s)= t0 for some constant t0 in q < s <q., with ~&J+~!@) 6 t0 < ~&q)+
AT&). [If s1 = 0 and-q = 1, then t0 is determined by (4.4).] Since So < 1 in this case,
and t0 2 T&q)+A(Q, we must have T(s) = t0 for sr <s <SF as well bust as
T(s) = 0 for Td(s) > 0 if T*(s)+ A!&?) c 01, with SF determined by 7&~:) = l0 -
ATa), and of course T(s) = To(s)+ A38) for SF < s < 1 for optimality. Similarly,
with t1 < &(s~)+ ATa), we must have T(s) = f0 for SF < s < s1 also, with 2$( ~7) =
l0 - A( Q, since T(s) is a nondecreasing function of s. Therefore T(s) is given by
the heavy nonsmooth curve in Figure (3a). Note that ST = 0 if l0 < To(s)+ A!@) in
O<s<s/ands*= 1 if f0 > &(s)+X(&) in So < s < 1.

As in the $s) > 0 case, we have A(s) = 0 in 0 < s < ST andsF<s<l. In the
range ST < s < So ,* A(s) is determined by (3.5) and the continuity conditions
A(@) = A($) = 0 [which follow from the continuity of T(s)]. For the class of p
and c considered in this section, we get from (3.5) and A(@) = 0

with A(sJ) = 0 giving a condition for determining tO:

(4.10)

The economic interpretation of (4.10) is the same as that for (4.4), except that
only the portion of the forest covered by the logging-path segment (~7, SF) is
involved in (4.10).

It should be emphasized that both ST and SF depend on to,. so that the final
solution for the optimal harvest schedule is decidedly nontrivial except when
To(s) is a very simple function of s. A more detailed discussion of the computa-
tional problem can be found in the Appendix of this paper. A complete solution
for the optimal harvest schedule will be worked out there for a piecewise linear
To(s). A systematic numerical method will also be outlined there for cases which
do not have an exact elementary solution.

The simple To(s) in Figure 3(a) does not give rise to some complications which
may be encountered in more general cases. Consider the To(s) in Figure 3(b),
which has two path segments with T;(s) < 0, namely, 0 < s < srl and s12 < s < sr2.
For each segment, we expect T(s) to be a constant whenever To is nonincreasing.
Let the constant be i1 in 0 < s < srl and l2 in q2 < s < sr2. By arguments similar to
those in the case shown in Figure 3(a), we have in fact T(s) = l1 for 0 < s < sz( Q
and T(s) = t2 for SE&) < s < &(Q ( < 1) with To($) = t2 - x(a) and T&Y$)
Z tk - A78). The constants tl and t2 are each determined by an integral condition
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Figure 3. Optimal logging schedule for a TO(s) which changes sign (a) twice and (b) three times
along the logging path.
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similar to (4. 10), namely,

for tl, and

for 12. The optimal harvest schedule is then

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

However, if it should turn out that sE( t2) 6 sJi($), then the ordered-site property
would require that T(s) = i2 for 0 < s < jr2( t2) ( < 1), with sr2 < ir2( i2) < sF2
determined by TO( Jr2) = i2 - A!@). The constant i2 is then determined by

J ~d~d[ p( i2 -To(s))-co] ds = 6
0

(4.14)

and T(s) = To(s)+ x(a) for $.2(i2) 6 s < 1.
We can now describe the general procedure for obtaining the optimal harvest

schedule in general for the class of p and c considered in this section. Set
T(s) = tk for each path segment slk < s < srk where T;(s) < 0, with the segments
ordered in increasing path length so that slk > srCk_ lj. Find sk and sTk, with
(& 1 G ) szcc*d c ‘$k and’$k < $fk(*k) ( G s/k+ I), by TO($) = To(&) = *k - ATa)*
The optimal harvest schedule is then given by

(4.15)

for k = 1,2,..., where tk is determined by (4.12) with the lower and upper limits
of integration replaced by s&( tk) and sTk( tk), respectively.
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If it should turn out that s& < s$_ 1), then we take T(s) = ik for ilck_ l) < s < &
($!&2) < &(,+ l) < s&_ l1 and s$ c $k < s&+ lj), with &_ lj and irk determined
bY G(&& 11) = &(&) = G - A?@). The constant ik is determined by (4.12) with
‘$[k - 1) and  ‘r-k as the lower and upper limit of integration, respectively. This’
adjustment process is to be repeated whenever the ordered-site condition is
violated, e.g., either ik < T(s) for s < i&k__ 1) or ik > T(s) for s > $.k.

5. Maximum feasible harvest rate and discontinuous age distributions

5. I. Maximum feasible harvest rate

In reality, a logging company is usually faced with a maximum feasible harvesting
rate corresponding to a positive lower bound 7 on P(s). Whether the optimal
harvesting policy is given by the interior solution (3.8) now depends on whether
the inequality constraint T’ > 7 > 0 is binding. Again, we limit ourselves in this
section to the case p = p(A) and c = cO, so that we have X%/au = 0 and x = 0
for the interior solution. The corresponding harvesting schedule, T(s) = ATa)+
To(s), is again a consequence of Fisher’s rule (4.2). Consider first the case of a
uniform initial age distribution so that T;(s) = 0. For this case, we have T’(s) =
T;(s) = 0 for the interior solution, so that the inequality constraint is binding and
the optimal harvest schedule is T’(s) = 7 or

T = TS + t() (5 1).

for 0 < s < 1. For simplicity, we discuss only the case t0 2 0, as the case l0 c 0 can
be analyzed in a way analogous to the same situation for 7 = 0 in Section 4. The
adjoint variable is then given by (3.11), and the transversality conditions are
satisfied by a value of t0 determined by the integral condition (3.12). For the class .
of p and c considered here, (3.12) becomes

Therefore, the optimal harvest schedule is to harvest at the maximum feasible rate
l/~ (or minimum time per unit area, 7) throughout the entire forest [see (5.1)]
starting at t0 when the present value of the net revenue of the first tree cut equals
that of the last tree cut3 This optimal harvesting policy is identical to that
obtained in [7], as it should be. (Our method of derivation should be compared
with that of [7]; the latter is effective mainly for a uniform To(s).)

When the initial age distribution of the forest is not uniform, the situation is
more complicated but similar to the unconstrained-harvest-rate case discussed in
Sections 4.2-4.4.

(i) T;(s) > 7. The optimal harvest schedule in this case is again given by the
interior solution T(s) = To(s)+ A!i@), with the same forest economic interpreta-

‘It is not difficult to show to -c AT8).
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tion. The optimal time to harvest a particular tree is when it reaches the Fisher
age ATiS) determined by (4.2).

(ii) T;(s) < 7. For the case T;(s) c 7 (except possibly at isolated points), the
inequality constraint is binding throughout the solution domain and we have
T(s) = m + t0 with t0 chosen so that the integral condition (3.12) is satisfied. As
such, the optimal harvest schedule for this case is qualitatively identical to a forest
with a uniform initial age distribution. As in that case, the (transversality)
condition (3.12) may be written as

But unlike the uniform-&(s) case, the integrals cannot be evaluated explicitly
except for simple forms of To(s). Even as it stands, the condition (5.3) has a
simple economic interpretation. Logging should begin at the instant l0 when the
relative discounted net marginal yield (i.e., the discounted marginal yield as a
fraction of the discounted net future revenue) of the entire forest equals the
discount rate. Once started, the logging should proceed at the maximum feasible
rate 1/7.

For the case where T:(s) = 7 for one or more segments of the logging path, the
argument leading to the final solution is similar to that of Section 4.3 for the case
T;(s) = 0 for one or more segments of the logging path. The optimal harvest
schedule is again T(s) = 7s + t0 with f0 determined by (5.3).

(iii) Ti( s)- 7 changes sign along the logging path. It is now clear that the
solution for the 7 > 0 case is exactly the same as that for the 7 = 0 case of Section
4.4 with To(s) replaced by &(s) - RY in the results there. Thus, we have effectively
described the optimal harvest schedule for all possible continuous distributions of
To(s) for the class of p and c considered here. Discontinuous initial age distribu-
tions will be considered briefly in Section 5.2.

5.2. Discontinuous initial age distributions

For a discontinuous initial age distribution, we obtain the optimal harvest policy
for a one-parameter family of continuous age distributions which has as its
limiting behavior the given discontinuous distribution. For an age distribution
with only simple jump discontinuities (which is the only kind we expect to
encounter in practice), the limiting behavior of the optimal policy for the related
continuous distributions should give the correct solution for the discontinuous
distribution. A specific example- suffices to illustrate the procedure.

For the discontinuous initial distribution
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we consider the one-parameter (c) family of continuous initial distributions

where 0 < c < 1. Evidently, P&Y; C) is a good approximation of 7&) for c e 1
and tends to &&Y) as c -+ 0.

If t,., > tf (old trees first), we have F&Y; C) = 0 except in the small interval
Si - c < s < si + c where PO’ = - ( tf - tJ/2c > 0. If there is no upper limit to the
harvest rate, then we have T(s; C) = ?*(s; ~)+k@) for the class of p and c
considered in this section. The limiting behavior of T(s; C) as c * 0 is to harvest
all trees when they reach the Fisher age, which we expect to be the correct optimal
policy.

The more interesting case is tn < tf (young trees first), again with 7 = 0. For the
continuous distribution ?‘&; c), the results of Section 4.2 give immediately
T(s; C) = to with to determined by the condition [see Figure 2(b)]

which follows from (4.4) and (5.5). As c + 0, the condition (5.6) tends to

{Si~(t~ + t~)+(~-Si)~(t~ + tf)}e-~~'
C 6

{S~[~(t~+t~)~c~]+(l~s~)[~(t~+tf)~c~]}e~"o  l

(5 7)
l

Given that there are only young trees of the same age along the near end of the
path (s < si) and only old trees of the same age along the far end (So < s), the
condition (5.7) continues to have the same economic content as (4.4), which
applies only to continuous initial age distributions. To deduce the same result for
the discontinuous To(s) without using &(s; C) as an intermediate step would
require a more elaborate form of the (conventional) maximum principle.

The solution procedure described for the discontinuous distribution (5.4) can
be used for other initial age distributions with simple jump discontinuities and
also when there is a maximum feasible harvest rate. We will not pursue a
discussion along these lines, as we do not anticipate any unusual complications.
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6. Unit harvest cost varying with harvest

6.1. U-shaped unit harvest cost

207

rate,

Instead of c being a constant, we consider in this section unit harvest cost
functions which depend only on T’ with the conventional U-shaped graph, i.e.,
~(2”) > 0 is convex in T' with a minimum at T’ = Tmin > 0 (so that min[ c( T’)] =
c(T&). This class of unit cost functions includes both the effect of a fixed cost
component and an overload cost component. We limit ourselves here to cost
functions which become unbounded as u = Y tends to infinity.

With p = p(A) = p(T- TO) as before, we have from (3.4) and V= p - c that
ax/a24 = - e -“k(u)+ A, where u = T’ and a dot on top of a function indicates
differentiation with respect to its argument. An interior solution of the optimal-
control problem requires

A( )s Z e-9(u) = e -“%(T’(s)), (6 0.

with the transversality conditions A(O) = A( 1) = 0 satisfied by taking

TYO) = T’( 1) = akin. (6 2).

[No other choice is possible, as c has a unique stationary (minimum) point and
eBaT never vanishes.] Thus, we have reproduced and extended the principal result
of [7] for the same class of problems, namely, harvesting should start and end with
a harvest rate giving a minimum unit harvest cost. The extension of the result of
Heaps and Neher consists of removing the restriction of unlimited harvest
capacity and instituting the requirement of ordered site access. If there is an
upper bound to the feasible harvest rate, the interior solution (6.1) with T’(O) =
Y(l) = T& may not be appropriate and the inequality constraint on the control
u = T’ may be binding. We shall return to a discussion of the optimal solution for
the case of limited harvest capacity later.

From (6.1) and the qualitative behavior of the class of c( T’) of interest here, we
see that T’ remains positive along the entire logging path for the interior solution,
independent of the initial age distribution. Therefore, the optimal harvest sched-
ule is determined by inserting (6.1) into the differential equation (3.5) for the
adjoint variable x and solving the resulting second-order ODE for T with the
boundary conditions T’(O) = T’( 1) = Tag. As an alternate solution process, we
may solve (6.1) for T’ to get the unique solution

T’ = f(Ae”) (6 3).

(since C is a monotone increasing function of its argument), and then write (3.5) as

x I = -{p(T-To)-6p(T-T0)+8c(f(Ae”))}e? (6 41.

The second-order system of two first-order equations, (6.3) and (6.4), and the two
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transversality conditions, A(O) = A( 1) = 0, define a two-point boundary-value
problem for I+) and Y(S) and can be solved by available methods.

Before moving on to a discussion of the effect of limited harvesting capacity,
we note that (6.4) and A(O) = 0 yield

J4 1s =- 0 (’ fi T-To)-S[p(T-To)-c(T’)]}e~‘Tds.
0

The condition A( 1) = 0 then gives

Whether we have a uniform initial age distribution or an upper bound on the
harvest rate, the optimalpolicy logs the forest on a schedule which makes the relative
discounted marginal net yield of the forest equal the discount rate with the first and
last tree sites logged at the rate l/rmti (for a minimum unit harvest cost there). For
simplicity, we have tacitly assumed T(s) > 0; otherwise, the entire path segment
0 < s < s where T(s) < 0 should be clear-cut immediately (for the case T’ 2 7 = 0).

When there is an upper limit to the harvesting capacity (a lower bound 7 > 0
on Y), the optimal harvest schedule depends on the sign of T’ - T. The optimal
harvest schedule continues to be the interior solution defined by the two-point
boundary-value problem (6.3), (6.4), and (3.6) if T’a 7 for the entire forest. The
situation is more complicated if T’ < 7 for some portion of the path. For example,
if 7tin +C T, then the inequality constraint T’ 2 7 is binding for an initial segment
of the logging path 0 < s < J, so that we have

and

there. However, for f< s < 1, the condition (6.1) is admissible and the optimal
harvest policy satisfies (6.3) and (6.4) with A( 1) = 0. The two unknown parameters
to and 1 are determined by the continuity4 of x and T at the junction s = 3. A
similar procedure for determining the optimal harvest schedule applies when
T’- 7 becomes negative in one or more segments of the logging path which may
or may not include an end point.

4with c(u) + oo as u + 00, T must be continuous for all s in (0,l); the continuity of A follows.
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6.2. Linear unit cost function and singular solution

Among the unit cost functions c(T) with a qualitatively different dependence on
the harvest rate than the conventional U-shaped ones considered in Section 6.1,
one class deserves some discussion. When overloading is not an issue, the unit
harvest cost may be a linear function of T‘, i.e., c = c0 + CUT’. With unit price
again a monotone increasing concave function of tree age (A = T - TO) only, and
withp-c=[p(A)- co]- CUT’, the Hamiltonian may be written as

X = &4)e-” + (A - qe-“)u, (6 9.

where

T’ = u, PO(A) = P(A) - co*

The differential equation for the adjoint variable A becomes

(6.10)

A I Z - em8T[ PO - Q. + &p]. (6.11)

Note that ax/au # 0 for any u unless A(s) and T(s) satisfy the relation

AC Js - cfe-aT = 0. (6.12)

We call the solution which satisfies (6.12) for all s in [O, l] the singular solution and
denote it by As(s) and q(s). Evidently, we have aX/8u = 0 for the singular
solution.

Upon differentiating both sides of the singular solution (6.12), we get*

Ai + c+SqeV8q = 0

or, in view of (6.11) for A’,

The singular solution therefore requires the harvest schedule to satisfy a modified
Fisher rule in which the fixed cost component CUT’ is excluded from the unit
harvest cost in the calculation of the relative marginal yield. The condition (6.13)
determines a modified Fisher age AS( 8) for each tree site, and the singular solution
is simply q(s) = A$(@+ To( )s with T;(s) = T;(s). The corresponding harvest
schedule is to log a tree when it reaches the modified Fisher age.

The singular solution by itself cannot be the optimal harvest schedule since the
corresponding adjoint variable As(s) [see (6.12)] does not satisfy the two transver-
sality conditions A(O) = A (1) = 0. Therefore, at least in a segment adjacent to each
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of the end points of the logging path, the current shadow price AeaT is not a
constant. Since T' = u 2 7 ( 2 0) and x - cfe _a’ c 0 near the end points [because
of the transversality conditions A(O) = A( 1) = 01, the Hamiltonian X is maximized
if u is minimized. Therefore, T(s) = 7,s + lo whenever it is not the singular
solution Ts( s).

For a uniform initial age distribution and a limited harvesting capacity so that
T’>~>O,wehave

T( )S = 7s + t() (Wsd), (6.14)

as the singular solution Ts( s) = As( 6) + To violates the inequality constraint for
the entire path. With (6.14), we get from (6.11) and A(O) = 0

The condition A( 1) = 0 yields

e-~(~+~o){~(~+~~-T*)-c(~)} = e-~~o{~(~~-T*)-c(~)}, ( 6 . 1 6 )

which determines tO. The condition (6.16) again requires logging to start at the
instant t0 (with the same maximum feasible harvest rate l/~ thereafter) when the
discounted future net revenue of the first tree cut equals the same present value of
the last tree cut.

When there is no limit on the harvest rate, so that T = 0, we have T’= 0
whether the inequality constraint on the harvest rate (T’ > 0) is or is not binding
[given q = ( As( 8)+ To)’ = 01. Therefore, we get the same optimal harvesting
schedule for the entire path without insisting on the singular solution. (This is not
true for a nonuniform initial age distribution.) With T’ = 0 and T = to so that the
entire forest is clear-cut instantaneously at some tO, the equation for the (dis-
counted) shadow price (6.11) and the transversality condition A(O) = 0 imply

The remaining transversality condition A( 1) = 0 gives a condition on l0 for the
singular solution with the same economic content as (6.13). Again, logging should
begin when the trees reach the modified Fisher age JI~( 8), and the entire forest is
to be clear-cut instantaneously. [With (6.13), we have from (6.17) A(s) = 0, which
also follows from (6.15) if we set 7 = 0.1

We now turn to the case of a nonuniform To(s) and examine separately the
three cases: (i) TL < 7, (ii) Ti > 7, and (iii) Ti changes sign along the logging path.

Case (i) is easily disposed of, since the inequality constraint T’ > 7 is binding.
The optimal harvest schedule is T(s) = KY + lo with t0 determined by (6.11) and
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A(O) = A( 1) = 0. In particular, logging should begin at the instant l0 when we have

(6.18)

and should be at the maximum feasible harvest rate.
The singular solution TS = A@)+ T((s) is admissible for case (ii) (since

q = Td > 7) except near the two ends of the path. Therefore, we have

rs + t1 (@sq),

T( )s q(s)=AS(8)+To(s) (s+~+), (6.19)

rs + tz (sz <s < 1).

From (6.11) [or (6.12)], we get the corresponding A(S) as

By the ordered-site property, we must have KQ + tl < As(8)+To(sl)  and A$)+
&(sz) < 7Q + tz= For T(s) to be as close to the interior (singular) solution as
possible, we take KS~ + tl = As(8)+To(q) and asp + t2 = As(8)+To(s2),  or

tl = As@) + q(s*) - y, t2 = A#) + To(+) - m2. (6.21)

The continuity of T at s1 and sz requires that A be continuous there also, so that

1- ee8LTs+  tl~sl~l
7

{c(T)-p(m+ t&q)-To(s))}]:  = cfew*TSCsl), (6 22)
.

1- eBarrs+ t2Cs2)l
7

{C(T)-p(m +vt2(s2)-To(s))}]12 = cfe-8TsCs2).

The two conditions in (6.22) determine s1 and sz and thereby the optimal harvest
schedule for this case.

The situation for case (iii) is much more complicated, as the optimal harvest
schedule consists of the singular solution Ts over segments of the logging path,



harvest schedule
functions:

,___~_
where the transversality condition T’(O) = Taco = V&kf has been used t o  express
the constant of integration in terms of the yet unknown startin.g time of the
harvest schedule, T(O) (which is not to be confused with the initial age distribu-
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and use (6.27) itself to simplify (6.30) to get

t
2cl _ [p(qo)_ To)_ co]}{e-ww~ol _ e-*rwY~ol}
7min

(6.32)

The two equations (6.31) and (6.32) simultaneously determine T(O)- To and
T( 1) - To once p( 0) is specified. When we have T(O), Equation (6.29) then gives s
as a function of T. This function must be monotone increasing by the ordered-site
requirement. Therefore, we get a well-defined inverse function T(S), the optimal
harvest schedule sought.

The above solution process for the special class of problems treated in this
section involves considerably less machine computation than that required by a
direct numerical solution of the BVP for x and T. The solution process has also
enabled us to deduce the simple dependence of T(S) on the uniform initial age of
the trees, To. From (6.29), we see that a change of To simply shifts the entire T(S)
curve upward or downward. A direct numerical solution is generally necessary for
problems with a nonuniform To(~) and/or a more general cost function C(U).

6.4. Numerical results

To gain some insight into the effect of the economic and biological parameters
such as the discount rate 8, the size of the forest I$0 (the number of trees), etc.,
numerical results have been generated for a unit price function of the form

p(A) = poFo(l- oeeAiAo) (6.33)

and the unit harvest cost function (6.23). For our purpose, it is
to take this cost function in the form

more convenient

c(u) = CfU + COFO + vcyoF;u-l (6.34)

with C~ = C& co = CoFo, and c1 = zCoFo2 so that

7min cCTminl = 1 . (6.35)
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For the numerical results presented here, we have fixed

p0 = $1200/( tree) (unit path length),

co = $200/( tree) (unit path length),

cf = $50/hr = $l00,000/yr,

4) = 60 yr,

v = 5 x 10m5 yr/(tree)(unit path length).

For the choice of parameter values used to generate the numerical results, we
have ~~~ = J$ X 10B4 yr/(unit path length). With the logging path normalized to
unit length, ~~~ is also the time required to harvest the entire forest at a rate
which gives a minimum unit harvesting cost. For our set of parameter values, this
rate would log 100,000 trees in 10 years time, which should not strain the
available harvesting capacity of a big logging company. Therefore, we will assume
7mti > 7, and that the interior solution is appropriate. Harvesting at the most
efficient rate, the parameter values used here give a net profit of nearly $750 for a
120  year-old tree and no net profit for trees which are younger than 29 years. The
corresponding Fisher age is 37.67.. . , 59.07.. . , and 87.26.. . for 8 = 0.1, 0.025,
and 0.0 1, respectively.

In arriving at (6.33) and (6.34) for our continuous model of a forest with
discrete tree stands, we have let the land area assigned to each tree of the forest be
A; the net discounted revenue from the stumpage of a logging path increment
( 0, o + d 0 ) within an assigned area for a single tree before path-length normali-
zation is taken to be ( p l - q)e -*%I O/A, where pl and cl are the gross price
function and harvest cost function, respectively, for a single tree stand. To
normalize the entire path to unit length, we set 0 = J$As so that the present value
of net revenue from the entire forest is

withp - c = FO(pl - cl).

(a) Uniform initial age distribution. We have taken T0 = 0 in all cases pre-
sented here. As previously observed, a different (uniform) initial tree age simply
shifts the graph of T(S) upward or downward.

In Figure 4, we show the graph of T’ and T for 6 = 10% for three different
forests: & = 103, 104, and 105. We see from these graphs that small forests are
logged at a nearly uniform rate close to Tmin along the entire logging path. Here,
7= - is sufficiently small so that trees are logged at nearly their Fisher age. Large
fE:sts are logged at a rate substantially faster than ~~~ away from the two ends



(i) T&s) = o&s: In Figure 6(a) a n d  (b),  graphs of.
values  of the parameter ~2~ --- 30 5; a *GL 30, and for
tively. For 8 = CM2 [Figure 6(a)], the harvest rate
the logging path when a = 30. logging the trees n e a r  t
As CY decreases  T deviates more and more from 71RiII away from the end points.
For CY < 0  the ordered-site-access constraint  prevents  the older  trees located near
the end of the logging path from being cut  first,  and a high overload cos t
constrains the logging company from harvesting the entire forest instantaneously.
In order to get to the older trees not too long after their (individual) optimal age,
the younger  trees at the start of the logging path would have to be harvested well
before their Fisher age.
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Figure 6. Harvest time per unit site for linear initial age distributions: (a) 6 = 0.10 and (b) 8 = 0.025.

For a lower discount rate, say 8 = 0.025 [see Figure 6(b) and Table 1 ]  the same
qualitative features persist but the harvest rate away from the two end points is,
for the same a, considerably slower than the harvest rate for 8 = 0.10. The
difference simply reflects the fact that trees should be cut sooner when the
discount rate is higher.

(ii) T&Y) = bs(s - 1). For a negative p, the tree age declines as we move
through the first half of the logging path; it then increases with path length
thereafter. Thus, we expect the optimal schedule to start logging somewhat later
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Table 2
Harvest Schedule for T&Y) = ~,Y(.Y - 1)

6 = 0.10 6 = 0.025

A(+) A(K) Z

P A ( O )  = T(O) T(i)+;/3 T(l) = A ( l )  A ( O )  = T(O) T(i)+ # A(l)  = Y(l)

- 100 42.69 33.5 1 66.62 63.69 53.04 89.37
0 31.06 40.82 49.99 48.34 60.56 72.7 1

100 17.11 49.54 35.48 33.22 68.97 57.28

fii@) a 37.67 59.07

‘The Fisher age is calculated with c = c( akin).

01 I I I I I I I 1 I
0

J
Q2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.c

S

Figure 7. Optimal harvest schedules for quadratic initial age distributions.

than the Fisher age of the trees near the start of the logging path, to allow the
trees near the middle to grow. For the trees near the end to be cut not too long
after their Fisher age, the trees in the middle would have to be cut a little sooner
than their Fisher age (see Table 2). For the one case with a negative p shown in
Figure 7, the tree age declines so sharply near the start of the logging path that
the harvest rate has to be slower than 7min for a while, allowing time for the young
trees to grow.
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For positive values of /$ tree age increases with path length until the midpoint
and then decreases. In order for the trees in the middle not to get too old, the
trees near the start of the logging path would have to be harvested well before
their Fisher age (see Table 2). Near the end point, a slower harvesting rate (than
Tag) is again necessary to allow the young trees to grow almost to their Fisher age
(see Figure 7).

(iii) T&Y) = y tanh([s - +]/c). For y > 0, we have - Ti < 0, so that the tree
age declines along the logging path. When the initial age profile has no abrupt
changes (C = l.O), the harvest schedule (see Table 3 and Figure 8(a)) calls for all
trees to be cut around their Fisher age. For the profile chosen, it is necessary to
cut the first few trees sooner, and the last few later, than their respective Fisher
age. When - To(s) has a sharp drop as in the case c = 0.1, the optimal harvest
schedule allows for this by harvesting much more slowly in the area of abrupt
change.

For y < 0, we have - Ti > 0, so that the tree age increases along the logging
path. Given the ordered-site-access requirement, the best we can do is to harvest
the entire forest instantaneously at an appropriate time. But the prohibitive
(overload) cost for doing so forces us to log at a finite but varying rate. In the
examples with 8 = 0.1 shown in Figure 8(b) (see also Table 3), the discount rate is
sufficiently large to make it worthwhile to cut down the young trees at the front
end of the logging path at a financial loss in order to get to the older trees at the
back sooner. Note that the harvest rate varies gradually whether the initial age
profile has abrupt changes or not.

7. Concluding remarks

Optimal harvest schedules for unit price and cost functions more general than
those considered in Sections 4, 5, and 6 can be analyzed in a straightforward
manner within the framework of the formulation of Section 3. No conceptual
difficulties are expected, but numerical methods will often be necessary for the
actual optimal solution. However, for typical once-and-for-all forest logging, the
time scale involved is sufficiently short to render the fluctuation of p and c with

Table 3
Harvest Schedule for T&s) = y tanh([s - +]/c)

[with T(s) = A(s)+ 7&)]

- 2 5 1.0 24.62 43.80 62.60 40.2 1 62.34 84.56
.01 . 20.2 1 51.30 82.00 34.22 68.18 102.22

0 31.06 40.82 49.99 48.34 60.56 72.7 1

25 1.0 35.94 38.22 40.17 56.10 59.25 62.34
01 . 34.00 34.15 41.30 57.40 56.94 59.53

46) C 37.67 59.07
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Figure 8. Optimal harvest schedules for To(s) = y tanh([s - $6) with (a) y > 0, (b) y < 0.

time insignificant. Variations of p and c with tree site, as well as the dependence
of c on tree age, if significant, are merely fine tuning in our formulation and are
not expected to lead to substantive qualitative changes in the optimal policy.
Substantive changes are expected if p depends on Y, so that the logging company
is not just a price taker but has some influence on the market price through the
amount of timber it supplies. For this case, optimal harvest rate depends on a
proper balance between the unit harvest price and unit harvest cost at that harvest
rate. This balance is attained with the current shadow price AeaT equal to the
marginal yield of net revenue for an extra unit harvest time per tree site.

Our model does have some serious limitations for the case of a price taker. For
example, the model requires the entire forest to be harvested eventually. Under
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where

Since (A.7) has at most one solution, the only feasible harvesting schedule is

(A.10)

s? = 1 +
to - ii-( 6)

3. .

For A0 = 60, 0 = +j, o. = 950, 6 = 0.1, and + = 1, we have

x(a) = 601n [g(G)] = 6Oln($

*0 = 15.6545 . . . . sT = 0.2998485 . . . ,

and therewith

(A.1 1)

(A.12)

T( 1s Z 6Oln($-30(1-s) (0<,~<0.2998...),
15.6545.. . (0.2998... <s<l).

(A.13)

2. A general procedure for a numerical solution

For an initial age distribution To(s) with

=o, s=s;,
~0, s/-q,
=o, s=q.,

’ 0, s/s<l,

(A.14)
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we have

with A(s) = 0 in 0 < s < SF and ST < s < 1. In the range ST < s < SF, the constraint
on the control variable is binding, so that T(s) = to and

It f aHz-P=--
aT [p(T- To)-6V(T- To)]caT

z-- 1 cv to -To(s))-W(to  -To(s))]c”o, (A.16)

with

A(q) = 0, qs;) = 0. (A.17)

By the continuity of T(s), SF and ST are the smallest and the largest of three roots
of

To(s)+ iii-@) = to. (~.18)

For a numerical solution, we pick an initial approximation for to, To( sr) +
ATiS) c to -c To(+)+ A7iY). Solve (A.18) for the three roots to get ST and SF [with
Ti(sr) > 0, TL(sF) > 0, and SF c SF]. Solve. the IVP defined by (A.16) and A( ST) =
0. Iterate on to (by Newton’s method or the secant method) until A(sF) = 0.
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